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            Abstract
Super-luminous supernovae1,2,3,4 that radiate more than 1044 ergs per second at their peak luminosity have recently been discovered in faint galaxies at redshifts of 0.1â€“4. Some evolve slowly, resembling models of â€˜pair-instabilityâ€™ supernovae5,6. Such models involve stars with original masses 140â€“260 times that of the Sun that now have carbonâ€“oxygen cores of 65â€“130 solar masses. In these stars, the photons that prevent gravitational collapse are converted to electronâ€“positron pairs, causing rapid contraction and thermonuclear explosions. Many solar masses of 56Ni are synthesized; this isotope decays to 56Fe via 56Co, powering bright light curves7,8. Such massive progenitors are expected to have formed from metal-poor gas in the early Universe9. Recently, supernova 2007bi in a galaxy at redshift 0.127 (about 12 billion years after the Big Bang) with a metallicity one-third that of the Sun was observed to look like a fading pair-instability supernova1,10. Here we report observations of two slow-to-fade super-luminous supernovae that show relatively fast rise times and blue colours, which are incompatible with pair-instability models. Their late-time light-curve and spectral similarities to supernova 2007bi call the nature of that event into question. Our early spectra closely resemble typical fast-declining super-luminous supernovae2,11,12, which are not powered by radioactivity. Modelling our observations with 10â€“16 solar masses of magnetar-energized13,14 ejecta demonstrates the possibility of a common explosion mechanism. The lack of unambiguous nearby pair-instability events suggests that their local rate of occurrence is less than 6â€‰Ã—â€‰10âˆ’6 times that of the core-collapse rate.
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                    Figure 1: Optical light curves of slow-fading super-luminous supernovae.[image: ]


Figure 2: Spectral evolution of PTF 12dam and PS1-11ap from super-luminous supernovae of type I to SN 2007bi-like.[image: ]


Figure 3: Spectral comparison with pair-instability and magnetar-driven supernova models.[image: ]


Figure 4: Bolometric light curve and magnetar fit.[image: ]
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	05 October 2016
Nature 502, 346â€“349 (2013); doi:10.1038/nature12569 In this Letter, we have identified an important error affecting Fig. 4 and Extended Data Fig. 6, as well as the values of some parameters derived from our model fits. We stress that this error in no way affects the discussion or the conclusions. Inbuilding the bolometric light curve of the superluminous supernova PTF 12dam, our code assumed that photometry from the Swift satellite was calibrated in the Vega magnitude system.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 Multi-colour photometry of PTF 12dam.
Observed light curve of PTF 12dam in UVW2, UVM2, UVW1, u, g, r, i, z (AB magnitudes) and J, H, K (Vega magnitude system).


Extended Data Figure 2 Image subtraction for the three earliest Pan-STARRS1 epochs of PTF 12dam in gP1, rP1 and iP1, using SDSS frames as reference images (taken on 11 February 2003).
These illustrate reliable image subtraction, resulting in clear detections of PTF 12dam at early phases. The images on the left are our PS1 detections, those in the centre are the SDSS templates, and on the right are the differences between the two. The bright star in the lower right was saturated and hence does not subtract cleanly. At each PS1 epoch there are two images, taken as transient time interval pairs. Photometry was carried out and determined in the SDSS photometric system to match the bulk of the follow-up griz imaging. The white areas are gaps between the 590â€‰Ã—â€‰598 pixel cells in the PS1 chip arrays.


Extended Data Figure 3 Spectral evolution of PTF 12dam.
Full time-series optical and near-infrared spectroscopy of PTF 12dam, from two weeks before maximum light to an extended pseudo-nebular phase at 100 to >200â€‰days afterwards. A Starburst99 model continuum spectral energy distribution for the host galaxy has been calibrated against SDSS and GALEX (Galaxy Evolution Explorer) photometry and subtracted from the last three spectra. RF, rest-frame.


Extended Data Figure 4 Effective temperature evolution of PTF 12dam and SN 2007bi, compared with magnetar-powered and pair-instability models.
The magnetar model comes much closer to reproducing the high photospheric temperatures we observe, and matches the gradient of the decline phase well. PISN models do not reach such high effective temperatures, and show an approximately 100-day temperature plateau as they rise, before declining after maximum light.


Extended Data Figure 5 Modelling of the Oâ€‰i, Mgâ€‰i and Feâ€‰ii line fluxes in SN 2007bi at 367â€‰days post-peak.
We plot contours for oxygen, magnesium and iron line fluxes predicted by our model in units of L = 1040â€‰ergâ€‰sâˆ’1 (dark blue = L/3; light blue = L; red = 3L; where L is the approximate luminosity of the lines in the 367-day post-peak spectrum of SN 2007bi) as functions of the respective ion density, {nOâ€‰i, nMgâ€‰i, nFeâ€‰ii}, and electron density, ne, at 5,000â€‰K (approximately the temperature derived for the iron zone from the relative strengths of iron lines). The panels for Oâ€‰i and Mgâ€‰i show two lines (Oâ€‰i 6,300, 7,774â€‰Ã…; Mgâ€‰i 4,571, 5,180â€‰Ã…), whereas Feâ€‰ii shows only contours for the 5,200â€‰Ã… blend. No blending is likely to occur for any of the oxygen lines; the region where they intersect therefore gives the allowed densities, constraining ne to about 107â€‰cmâˆ’3 (this is quite insensitive to the temperature we assume). Blending is also unlikely for Mgâ€‰i] 4,571â€‰Ã…, and the allowed Mgâ€‰i density is therefore the intersection of this contour with neâ€‰â‰ˆâ€‰107â€‰cmâˆ’3, which can be seen to give nMgâ€‰iâ€‰â‰²â€‰103â€‰cmâˆ’3. At this magnesium density, we see that the Mgâ€‰i 5,180â€‰Ã… line makes some contribution to the 5,200â€‰Ã… flux. Also shown is the allowed Feâ€‰ii density at this temperature, for iron-zone electron densities spanning a factor of ten either side of that in the oxygen/magnesium zones.


Extended Data Figure 6 Fits to the observed bolometric light curve of PTF 12dam with radioactive 56Ni powered ejecta.
The formal fits of the models with kinetic energies of 1052 and 1053â€‰erg are good (see graph), but the required combinations of 56Ni masses and ejecta masses (see data table) are not produced in physical models; such large nickel fractions are only expected to be produced in thermonuclear explosions (supernova Ia or possibly PISN), whereas the total ejected mass corresponds to the core-collapse of a massive star below the pair-instability threshold.


Extended Data Table 1 Optical photometry of PTF 12dam in SDSS griz bands, and k-corrections derived from our spectra.Full size table


Extended Data Table 2 Photometry of PTF 12dam outside the optical range.Full size table


Extended Data Table 3 Pan-STARRS1 photometry of PS1-11ap used in this work.Full size table


Extended Data Table 4 Log of spectra for PTF 12dam and the PS1-11ap spectra used in this work.Full size table
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